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Abstract— the main objective of this research is to provide 

security to the system. We are providing double security to 

our system by using colors for authentication which acts as 

the password and Armstrong numbers is used for encryption 

and decryption. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

At present it is difficult to transfer data as hackers can hack 

the data due to which our data security is lost. So security 

plays a vital role. The main goal of our technique is to 

provide confidentiality, integrity , authentication and non-

repudiation. To ensure security of data popular technique 

used is cryptography.  By using cryptography technique we 

will encrypt and decrypt the data which will provide security 

to the data. Emails are used in our daily life. So we should 

protect the data contained in our mails. [6] 

II. CRYPTOGRAPHY 

Cryptography is used to keep the communication private. It 

protects from theft and alteration. There are two processes in 

cryptography encryption and decryption. The purpose of 

encryption is to ensure privacy that is to hide the data and 

converting it into unreadable form. Decryption is reverse of 

encryption. It is used for getting the data back into a 

readable form. The data to be encrypted is called plain text 

and the data after encryption is called cipher text. [1] 

A. Types of Cryptographic Algorithms: 

1) Secret key cryptography: Single key is used for 

both encryption and decryption. It includes 

Advance encryption standard and Data Encryption 

standard. 

2) Public key cryptography: Two different keys are 

used in this. One key is used for encryption and 

other is used for decryption. It includes Rivest 

Shamir Adleman (RSA) algorithm. [3] 

3) Hash Function: It uses mathematical transformation 

which cannot be recovered from the cipher text. [5] 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In our technique it ensures two main steps in our first step 

we encrypt the data with the help of Armstrong number by 

using AES algorithm. Secondly we decrypt our data by 

using Armstrong number. 

We are using RGB color model and Armstrong number for 

security purpose. 

A. Red Green Blue (RGB) Representation: 

Any color is the mixture of three primary colors Red, Green 

and Blue. A color is stored in a computer in form of three 

numbers representing the quantities of Red, Green and Blue 

respectively. This is RGB representation. Here values for 

Red, Green and Blue represent each pixel. So any color can 

be uniquely represented with the help of three dimensional 

RGB model. RGB model uses 24 bit where each color uses 

8 bit. Therefore colors are used as a password for an 

authentication purpose. [8] 

 
Fig. 1: RGB Color Model [2] 

B. Armstrong Number: 

Armstrong Number is n-digit an integer such that sum of the 

Nth Power of its digits itself. 

For Example: 

 371 is an Armstrong number since 

 33+73+13=371. [2] 

 1634 is an Armstrong number since 

 14+64+34+44=1634. 

IV. IMPLEMENTED SYSTEM 

In this approach we assign a unique color for each receiver 

.Each color is represented with a set of three values. Sender 

should be aware to whom the data should be sent .Receiver 

unique color is the password. Set of three key values are 

added to the original color values and encrypted at the 

sender side. The receiver is aware of the unique color and 

key values. Receiver then decrypts the data by subtracting 

the key values from the received set of color values. It is 

then tested for the color match with the value stored in the 

database. If the color value matches with the value in the 

database then only it’s a valid receiver otherwise it’s an 

intruder. In this way RGB color model is used for user. 

 
Fig. 2: User Registration 
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Now while transferring the data from sender A to 

receiver B, sender A encrypts the data using secret key 

cryptography where the secret key is the Armstrong number. 

This key is only known to the sender and receiver and then 

receiver can decrypt the message using this Armstrong 

number to recover the original message. 

 
Fig. 3: Layout of Our Proposed Technique [2] 

A. Advantages of the Proposed System: 

1) Colors acts as a password which provides 

authentication to the system 

2) This technique involves keys with a length of n bits 

for Armstrong numbers. Thereby provides 

increased security to the system. 

3) The key can only be hacked if all the steps in 

encoding process are known. 

V. ALGORITHM 

A. AES: 

AES is a symmetric encryption algorithm. AES is based on 

a design principle known as a substitution permutation 

network. It is fast in both hardware and software.  

In our system we are using 256 bits key length. 

Description of the algorithm 

1) Key Expansion: 

Round keys are derived from the cipher key 

2) Initial Round: 

Add round key – each byte of state is combined with a block 

of round key using bitwise XOR 

3) Rounds: 

1) Sub bytes- A nonlinear substitution step where 

each byte is replaced with another according to the 

lookup table. 

2) Shift rows- A transposition where the last three 

rows of the state are shifted cyclically a certain 

number of steps. 

3) Mix columns- a mixing operation which operates 

on the column of the state, combining four bytes in 

each column. 

4) Add round key 

4) Final Round: 

1) Sub bytes 

2) Shift Rows 

3) Add round key. [7] 

VI. COMPARISON 

Parameters Existing System Proposed System 

Number 

Prime numbers are 

used for 

encryption purpose 

in existing. 

Armstrong numbers 

are used for 

encryption purpose 

in our system. 

Authentication 
Password is used 

for authentication 

Color is used for 

authentication 

purpose. This acts 

as the password 

Decryption & 

Encryption 

3 Digit Armstrong 

Number. 

N Digit Armstrong 

Number. 

Valid Receiver 

There is no 

validation after 

login for the 

message 

There is validation 

after login for the 

message 

Security 

Decoding & 

Encoding is actual 

data. 

Password is 

encoded for 

providing more 

security along with 

data. 

A. Strength of Algorithm: 

Colors are used for authentication purpose. The range varies 

from 20 to 224. RBG Color model uses 24 bit and 8bit for 

each Color. To encrypt the data set of three key values are 

used and it is added to the original color values. Encrypted 

Color acts as a password. To break this password attacker 

has to check in 2563 which is much difficult. N digit 

Armstrong number is used for encryption and decryption 

this increases the security to our system. [4] 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 

Thus we have solved the problem of hacking by providing 

security to our system by using Armstrong number instead 

of prime numbers .Colors, key values and Armstrong 

numbers are thee set of keys which make our system more 

secure. Our system can be used in areas like military, 

government where security is given more importance. 
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